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Pattern-based sensing of nucleotides with
functionalized gold nanoparticles†

Cristian Pezzato,a Boram Lee,b Kay Severinb and Leonard J. Prins*a

A sensing system has been obtained by self-assembly of multiple

fluorescent indicators and monolayer protected gold nano-

particles. The system is able to discriminate between each of the

eight nucleotides NDP and NTP (N = A, T, G, C) in a quantitative

manner at micromolar concentrations.

Monolayer protected gold clusters (Au MPCs) have emerged as
key components of innovative bioassays.1,2 The utility of Au
MPCs originates from a combination of several attractive
features related to their preparation and intrinsic optoelectronic
properties.3 Au MPCs are stable self-assembled multivalent
systems obtained through reproducible synthetic protocols and
can be functionalized with a large variety of ligands involved in
(bio)recognition. The optoelectronic properties of the gold
nucleus, such as plasmon resonance absorption, conductivity,
or redox behavior, can be used for signal generation as these are
typically sensitive to recognition processes occurring at the
monolayer surface. A key role is played by the surface function-
alities of the monolayer which confer selectivity to the sensing
system. This point was illustrated in an impressive manner by
Rotello et al. who developed a nanoparticle-based system for
protein sensing relying on a pattern-based analysis.4–6 A sensor
array (‘nose’) was used consisting of six different cationic nano-
particles in combination with an anionic PPE polymer as a
fluorescent indicator. Proteins interacted differently with the six
types of nanoparticles resulting in a variable amount of displaced
fluorescent polymer, and thus a characteristic signal pattern.

Recently, we have studied the interaction of Au MPC 1�M2+

(M2+ = Zn2+, Cu2+), which are gold nanoparticles (d = 1.8 �
0.4 nm) covered with thiols terminating with a 1,4,7-triaza-
cyclononane (TACN)�M2+ head group, with small anionic molecules
such as peptides and nucleotides (Fig. 1).7 From these studies it

emerged that the binding affinity depends on several factors:
(1) the number of negative charges of the oligoanion,7 (2) the
chemical nature of the anionic group (phosphate vs. carboxylate),8

and (3) the presence of hydrophobic moieties able to penetrate
into the monolayer.9 In particular the latter observation was of
importance as it indicated that the role of the monolayer
appeared to be more complex than just providing a positively
charged surface. In fact, here we show that the apparent
nonspecific surface of Au MPC 1�Zn2+ (because not equipped
with selective ligands) is able to discriminate between structurally
very closely related molecules. From an application point of
view, this feature simplifies the use of gold nanoparticles for
pattern-based sensing, because just one type of functionalized
nanoparticle is used rather than an array. However, the
obtained results are also important from a more fundamental
point of view as they provide new insights into molecular
recognition events occurring at surfaces.

An indicator-displacement-assay (IDA)10 was set up to
monitor the different response of Au MPC 1�Zn2+ to various
analytes (Fig. 1). In contrast to the work of Rotello, variety is not
generated by using different nanoparticles in an array format,
but by attachment of multiple fluorescent indicators to one
type of Au MPC. An intrinsic advantage of such a multi-
component IDA is its flexibility, because the amount and the
nature of the dyes can be changed easily.11 In order to generate
a specific response pattern, anionic fluorescent indicator
probes were selected based on the following criteria: (1) the
ability to bind Au MPC 1�Zn2+ under saturation conditions at
low micromolar concentrations in aqueous buffer, but (2) with
different relative binding affinities for Au MPC 1�Zn2+ in order
to install a dynamic range as large as possible, and (3) different
excitation and emission wavelengths. The fluorescent probes A
(lex = 305 nm, lem = 370 nm), B (lex = 445 nm, lem = 493 nm),
and C (lex = 355 nm, lem = 450 nm) met these criteria. Previous
studies9 have shown that the methylamino anthranilic ester
(MANT) moiety in C penetrates into the monolayer thus adding
a significant hydrophobic component to binding. Further studies
have also shown that dye A has a high affinity for Au MPC 1�Zn2+.8
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The probe B was synthesized de novo, because it was expected
that the tri-peptide with three carboxylates would enlarge the
dynamic range to include analytes with a lower affinity. Fluores-
cence titrations confirmed the high affinity of all probes for Au
MPC 1�Zn2+ ([TACN] = 10 � 1 mM) and were used to determine
the surface saturation concentration (SSC) for each of them.
In correspondence with previously reported data, SSCs of
4.3 � 0.2 mM (ref. 9) and 2.5 � 0.2 mM (ref. 8) were determined
for C and A, respectively, whereas a value of 3.7 � 0.2 mM was
determined for the new probe B. Subsequently, a multi-indicator
surface was generated by loading the different probes contem-
porarily onto the surface of Au MPC 1�Zn2+ at an individual
concentration equal to (0.7� SSC)/3. It was found that attain-
ment of the thermodynamic equilibrium required around
30 minutes, after which a stable fluorescence signal was
observed. In the absence of a competitor, the fluorescence
intensities of either probe were less than 3% of the respective
maximum fluorescence intensities. The efficient fluorescence
quenching indicates that all probes were quantitatively bound
to the surface (see ESI†).

The 8 nucleotides NDP and NTP (N = A, T, G, C) were chosen
as targets, because the subtle chemical differences between these
analytes make detection and differentiation challenging.12–16

Consequently, these analytes comprise an excellent test case for
the assessment of the differentiation potential of Au MPC 1�Zn2+.
The response of the multi-indicator surface to the presence of
analytes was initially verified by adding consecutive amounts of
ATP and ADP to a buffered aqueous solution (HEPES, pH 7.0)
of the dye-loaded Au MPC 1�Zn2+ while measuring the fluores-
cence emission from the three indicators. Inspection of the
displacement curves immediately reveals the different response
of the system towards the addition of ATP and ADP. As expected
based on the number of negative charges, much larger amounts
of ADP are required to obtain the same level of indicator
displacement compared to ATP (Fig. 2a vs. b). The displacement
curves induced by ADP confirm the anticipated relative binding
affinities of the three probes for Au MPC 1�Zn2+ (Fig. 2b). The
indicator B has the lowest affinity because of the presence of
just three negative charges present in the form of carboxylates.
Surprisingly, but fully in line with previous studies,9 the affinity
of C is higher compared to that of A confirming that the
reduction from four to three negative charges is more than

compensated for by the presence of the hydrophobic MANT
moiety. The displacement curves also confirm that the indi-
cators cover a significant range of affinity. The fluorescence
intensity of samples with dye C changes gradually over a wide
concentration range of ATP, contrary to what is observed for the
indicators A and B, which are nearly completely displaced upon
the addition of 20 mM of the analyte. On the other hand,
indicator C is much less useful for the detection of ADP,
because even high concentrations of ADP cause just a minor
displacement of C. For this analyte, however, the indicators A
and B are suitable for signal generation.

Having confirmed the conceptual validity of the sensing
system, we next turned to a full analysis of all nucleotide
di- and triphosphates NDP and NTP (N = A, T, G, C) at three
different concentrations (5, 50 and 100 mM). All measurements
were performed in 96 microwell plates with six repetitions for
each sample. Fluorescence intensities of each of the three
indicators were recorded using the respective excitation/
emission wavelengths by performing multiple measurements
for each well after a stabilization time of 30 minutes. Kinetic
measurements confirmed that thermodynamic equilibrium
was reached in all cases. The fluorescence intensities of each
indicator were recorded and plotted for each analyte at each
concentration (Fig. 3a and ESI†). At a given concentration,
each of the eight analytes generates a different response
pattern, demonstrating the capacity of the system to detect
small structural differences. Principal component analyses

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of the displacement of multiple fluorescent indicators from the surface of Au MPC 1�M2+ upon the addition of an analyte.
(b) Molecular structures of the monolayer and fluorescence indicators.

Fig. 2 Relative displacement of A ( ), B ( ), and C ( ) from the surface of Au
MPC 1�Zn2+ as a function of the concentration of analytes ATP (a) and ADP (b).
Experimental conditions: [indicators] = 0.7� SSC/3, [TACN�Zn2+] = 10 mM,
[HEPES] = 10 mM, pH = 7, T = 25 1C.
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(PCA)17 of the three data sets allow visualizing the clustering of
the data. Well separated data groups are observed at all three
concentrations (Fig. 3b and ESI†). The first principal compo-
nent (‘Factor 1’) correlates with the binding affinity of the
analyte for Au MPC 1�Zn2+: the highest scores are found for
the strongly bound ATP and GTP, whereas the lowest scores are
observed for CDP and TDP. Although Factor 3 has little weight,
it is essential to discriminate between GTP50 and ATP 100 (see
ESI† for the 2D plot). Interesting differences are observed
between the pyrimidine- and purine-based nucleotide couples
(C/T vs. A/G). The purine-based nucleotides typically induce
a stronger displacement of the indicators, which implies a
hydrophobic interaction between the aromatic moiety and the
monolayer, similar to that observed previously for the MANT-
containing indicator C.

The performance of the sensing system can be further
improved by using Cu2+ in addition to Zn2+. We have shown
earlier that the metal ion in the monolayer can be used
to regulate the release rate of small molecules from the
monolayer.18 In a similar manner, it changes the interaction of
both the indicators and the analytes with the monolayer, and,
consequently, the output signal. We have repeated the displace-
ment assay in an identical manner using Cu2+ instead of Zn2+.

Compared to Au MPC 1�Zn2+, the slightly lower surface capacity
in the presence of Cu2+ causes a generally lower intensity of the
output signal. Still, the addition of different concentrations of
nucleotides gave distinct response patterns (see ESI†). Impor-
tantly, a PCA analysis performed on the combined Zn2+ and Cu2+

data sets allowed the discrimination of all analytes at concentra-
tions of 50 and 100 mM (Fig. 4). The discriminatory power of the
system was substantiated by a linear discriminant analysis
(LDA)17 and a jack-knife validation procedure. Here, 20% of the
data was randomly omitted, and the remaining data were used as
a training set for the LDA. The omitted observations were then
classified resulting in a correct classification in all cases (100%).

In conclusion, we have developed a gold nanoparticle-based
sensing system that is able to discriminate eight nucleotides in
a straightforward manner. An attractive feature of the system is
that its preparation relies on self-assembly: the sensing ensemble
is obtained by simply mixing multiple fluorescent indicators with
a single type of Au MPC. The resulting fluorescent sensor is able
to generate an output signal which is dependent on the chemical
nature of the analyte and its concentration. The system is highly
modular and the output signal can be easily altered by changing
the fluorogenic indicators or the metal ion present in the
monolayer. The ability of a rather nonspecific monolayer to
discriminate chemically very similar analytes is a sign of the
complexity of the noncovalent interactions that take place on
the monolayer surface.
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Fig. 3 (a) Response pattern at 50 mM analyte concentration (each barrel
represents the average of six independent repetitions) and the corresponding
PCA score plot (b). The data were obtained by displacement assays using Au MPC
1�Zn2+ and the indicators A (red), B (green) and C (blue) as described in the main
text. See ESI† for analogous plots at 5 and 100 mM analyte concentration.

Fig. 4 Three-dimensional PCA score plot for the analysis of eight nucleotides at
two different concentrations (50 and 100 mM). The data were obtained by
displacement assays using Au MPC 1�Zn2+, Au MPC 1�Cu2+, and the indicators A,
B, and C as described in the main text.
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